
To: Both Parties
People of Oregon are becoming more and more angry with our democrat and republican representatives as you’re squandering 
opportunities to do what is obviously right and protect and defend our ability to live freely. We don’t want vaccine passports or forced 
vaccine compliance. You’ve stood by and let our state crumble. We are disgusted and disappointed in you. Who is fighting to protect 
our basic rights? Rep. Nearman. 
We are sick of you silencing the voices of your constituents by extinguishing the colleagues who ACTUALLY speak for us.  Rep. 
Nearman stands for American values. He didn’t hesitate exiting the building to a group of Oregonians who have valid concerns and 
a right to be at our own building. Why? He is doing what you all should, do the work of the people. Since you're too apprehensive to 
walk amongst your fellow Oregonians, listen to us, do what we demand, the people who voted for you, then YOU SHOULD 
RESIGN.

Where are the townhalls, the listening sessions, the opportunities for feedback? Did you not notice the people outside the door 
Representative Nearman slipped through that day? Why didn't you use that door to talk to your constituency? We are sick of you 
working against our welfare. We are sick of you not speaking up, letting harmful things happen instead of CAUSING beneficial 
things to happen. We will no longer wait for you to become courageous or capable. From the looks of the sophomoric and outright 
reckless and absurd response to Rep. Nearman using an exit door you don't deserve your job. You could do good work, do your job, 
and do our will. You could make us proud. You could walk outside to a mob of thankful constituents. You could walk outside to 
cheers, smiles and proud applause. We could be shaking hands and strategizing plans together, we have much to dispose of, 
correct, and restore. Instead, at a pivotal moment, you’re putting focus on a non-issue and ignoring our requests at the same time.  
It’s almost as if you’re plotting against us.  We must see you work for us, not against us. WE MUST SEE YOU FIGHT for our 
individual liberties, our freedoms, our human rights, our natural rights. You could have faithful and unwavering support. Or you could 
choose the path you've been on, the path of self-obsolescence.   
The timing of this attempt to expel Nearman is more than suspect. It's obviously malapropos and frankly heinous, as you need 
champions, like Representative Nearman, to inspire appropriate reaction to the tyrannical abolition of our liberties and freedoms. I 
implore you DO NOT punish Rep. Nearman, instead emulate him! Stand for American values of freedom and personal and bodily 
autonomy. Please fight for personal choice, medical freedom, basic human rights and liberties. Please reverse your course, 
reinstate Rep. Nearman and work for us, not against us. 
Sincerely, 
G Tallerino


